Effect of linking arm hydrophilic/hydrophobic nature, length and end-group on the conformation and the RGD accessibility of surface-immobilized fibronectin.
In order to stimulate the cellular response to implant materials, extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins, such as collagen and fibronectin (FN), are immobilized on the implant surface. Amongst all ECM proteins used for biomimetic materials for medical applications, FN is one of the most investigated proteins thanks to its ability to promote cell adhesion and its contribution to important physiological processes. However, its conformation and hence its bioactivity strongly depend on the hydrophilic/hydrophobic nature of the surface as well as on immobilization strategies. This work investigates the effect of these two parameters, as well as the effect of the crosslinker length. FN was grafted onto silicon wafers using eights different linking arms presenting different lengths, hydrophilic/hydrophobic characters and binding sites. The protein was linked through either its amino groups (lysine amino acids) or sulfhydryl functionalities (cysteine amino acids). The grafting of each crosslinker and subsequent FN conjugation onto the surfaces was evidenced by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, while the surface hydrophilicity was determined by contact angle measurements. Moreover, atomic force microscopy images revealed that the conformation of surface conjugated FN only depends on the hydrophilicity of the linking arm. The FN conformation was also probed by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA). ELISA data demonstrated that all of the three investigated parameters linking arm parameter (length, hydrophobic/hydrophilic character, and terminal end-group) somewhat influence the RGD accessibility.